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Angels and Guardian-Angels
Homer
HOMER: It is necessary for me to say something about the Angels.
As you know, the Angel carries messages, not only between the Leaders and Souls in
Heaven, but also between Heaven and Earth.
Mary in her dream saw an Angel offering her a lily. Often mortals do not perceive
the appearance of Angels, for they assume many shapes, depending on the circumstances
and the temperament of the person. Very rarely, one may see an Angel with wings. That is
their garment. This does not mean, though, that Angels wear wings. They are swiftmoving Souls and they bear this sign so that they can be perceived.
There are Angels who have the gift of music. They are exquisite singers or they
perform music which is audible only to souls. For man’s intellect is unable to comprehend
the holy sound unless he possesses this gift.
There are people in your world who have often heard fragments of unknown music
by unknown composers. These are the holy waves of sound which are transmitted from
Heaven to Earth.
The same happens with images. Not all people have the same power of vision. This
is why non-believers do not believe the stories of believers. They will believe only when it
is too late. Everyone wants to have material evidence in order to be convinced. God
fashioned the material world through the Word. And do they look to inferior things to find
faith, denying thereby the Word, who is the Creator Himself? And do you call such people
progressive, although they are fast going towards destruction?
Guardian-Angels are chosen souls who may even be Leaders. This depends on the
Government of the Spiritual World. Often the Lord Himself turns himself into the
Guardian Angel of someone whose soul is superior to that of any of his brothers. Then this
blessed soul sees the Lord as his Leader and obeys Him, because he feels goodness flowing
into his heart.
There are the Guardian-Angels of the Lord. The Lord has no need of guardians, so
why are they necessary? Often the Lord in His discourse says things which must not be
known to the opposite faction. These Angels protect the sound waves of His Voice, which
is transmitted through the soul and not through the spirit. This fact is unknown to you all.
There are the Angel artists. “What use are they?” you will ask. Nevertheless, they
help many of their brother on Earth to attain Beauty. For Virtue, Goodness and Beauty, as
abstract concepts, subset in Love. If one does not love painting, one will never learn it.
And so on.
Only those souls which possess Knowledge and Fortitude have been made anointed
Leaders.

Homer
(MAN AND PIECE, Teaching 12)
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31 October 1962

The inappropriateness of the
Laws
Solon the Athenian
SOLON THE ATHENIAN: I come to denounce the harmful laws which rule humanity. Not
one of them is clear or lucid. All laws are dark and vague, despite the fact that you give to
them interpretations as per your own perceptions and understanding. The just will give a
relatively good interpretation and the unjust a bad one.
As all in your World evolves, so does the spirit acquire greater penetration into the
human (matters) and man, consequently, ought to replace the old texts and records of the
laws which he himself enacted, in order to give greater and wider Justice to the suffering
and troubled race of men.
Your laws do not have soundness or validity. He who has the ability to find their
vulnerable part and to reprove the injustice of the law is considered innovative and weakwilled, so he can, thus, come under the indifference of men who think they are suitable to
award the just, according to their disgraceful and obscene perception.
A State, that wishes to remain at its height and raise to the occasion, first and
foremost ought to examine and reorganise the just, which came under the darkness of
their ignorance. If this does not take place, the people will overthrow the shameful State,
to the detriment of the decision makers.
When justice is bestowed upon, as the Will of the Lord wants it to be, then there
will exist no worldwide turmoil. Everywhere and always, justice will reign. Because,
however, incapable persons manage the worldwide fortune of the people, We have decided
to violently remove them from their authority and domination.The cleansing and purging
will be a little lengthy but effective.
Wherever there is injustice, there is born fatality. And what is fatal is not by itself
fatal, but rather a divine intervention of the unleashing of the just, in order for the
withering and the moral deterioration of the tormented souls in the World of torture to
vanish.

Solon the Athenian
(COMPILATION OF HEAVENLY TEACHINGS)
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Medical consciousness
Hippocrates
HIPPOCRATES: I name “medical consciousness” that of the doctor, when the latter is a
person with humanitarian values. And in this case, he should be assured (I mean the
doctor), that the Spiritual World enlightens and guides him in his work for good and
benevolent actions.
It is difficult for man to reject the tempting benefits that the Daemon of Evil offers
to him, disguised as good and benevolent. For this, I considered it my duty to submit my
Oath to the new doctors. However, who abides by this oath today? Very few people, who
observe the oath, in order not to be ridiculed before the eyes of their colleagues! And here,
this sacred science descends the ladder of Good and profiteers on the unfortunate people!
My brethren, despite the multi-learnedness of your modern doctors in the progress
of the technical science, the Medical field falters and science cannot save the life of men
who could be saved.
When you forget the Creator and follow a path opposite to the one He suggested to
you, how do you expect to have progress in the Medical science.
You will tell me, of course, that the mortality rate of men today is much less than
other times. And who told you that you are right, when you do not know the truth? There
is, of course a relative progress. Progress, which does not bring forwards what man
expected from it.
War today is anachronistic because everybody knows that its consequences are
harmful to the big social class. An who creates war? The ones without conscience, for
whom the Spiritual World will show no mercy!
And to think that, among them are people who should have been called “holy
persons”, like Doctors and Priests. The Spiritual World protects none of them today. Only
very few who are worthy to be called “men”!

Hippocrates
(ΗIPPOCRATES: SPIRITUAL MEDICINE)
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The river flows towards the
sea
Euclid
EUCLID (transmitting):
SOCRATES: Who can overturn the course of the river towards the sea? Not one of
you, whichever measures you may take. From my own perception, I am certain that we are
ruled and conditioned by an undefined force which man is unworthy to perceive and
which, despite what takes place in our world, guides mankind through good and bad
towards its higher destinies.
I say higher because if man, this mysterious being, does not go through the various
stages of his short term even long term resurrection, it will be impossible for him to turn
around, as a rough and crude tree trunk, so as to take a shape equivalent to that which is
set and determined for him by the supernatural Principle, in order to enter triumphant
into another different kingdom, unknown to the prosaicism of our life.
You will ask, how do I know all this. It is quite simple to sense it if you have psychic
depth, as I often sense this secret and unknown power guiding me, preventing me from
doing something I want to do or urging me to act in this way or the other. Occasionally it
will whisper in my ear descriptive images, unknown to you, or this unknown voice leads
me within labyrinth arcades, and finally, as in a dream, to pass through endless phases of
life which I had never imagined of. I wonder, does all this take place within my inner
world, so that I can acquire a dim idea of the predefined course of my life in the outer
cosmic ocean, which I call Universe? Who knows!
Our objective, my beloved, is not for our spirit to engage solely with the demands of
our wishes and desires. All in this world is false! Pleasure of the moment, elusive and
unsuitable to widen our perception to higher ideals, which man needs, when he
surmounts the barrier of his new life, where desires do not exist, hatred is dissolved and
solely the pure spiritual works of ideas take flesh and bone, that is, energy worthy of the
entity, so as to build along with his like, a new city, truly magnificent, of absolute justice.
In parallel to the necessities of your life, my dears, dedicate at least a little time in
your daily lives, to the practice and exercise of your mental expansion. This cannot be
accomplished and acquired through meditation. Study with diligence and rigour your
inmost world tirelessly, and ask of it the solutions which trouble you so. I recommend you,
in these exercises of yours to stay away from the rigid context of your knowledge, in which
darkness lays and hinders you from seeing beyond the horizon. I recommend you to not
seek happiness in the pleasures of your wishes, your desires and your demands/
requirements, because, sooner or later, you will reach saturation and mental
deterioration, which causes passiveness (weak will), dullness and anxiety. Do not lose and
alter your course. “Progress” means nothing when you cannot perceive your regression.
Respect yourselves. Take into consideration the river, which flows towards its destination,
the sea, so that it becomes part of the ocean. Become yourselves streams, forming at the
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right moment a river to reach the ocean, where you will meet the noteworthy miracles of
the ultimate and supreme Knowledge.
EYTHIPPOS: What do you mean, Teacher, by the word “ocean”? Society at large?
SOCRATES: I mean the life beyond life, that is, life within infinity.

Euclid
(EUCLID: PAGES FROM THE LIFE OF SOCRATES)

5 October 1961

Hercules and his labours
2nd labor: The Lernaean
Hydra
Orpheus
ORPHEUS: Hercules has done many labours. We will interpret the 12 labours, which are
known to all and which Eurys- theus imposed on him.
This king (Eurystheus) symbolises the bad and tyrannical Government and
Hercules symbolises the people. The bad Government of men does not like the people,
from which they are supplied with life, but at the same time they fear its wrath, which can
be irrational in a frenzied, excited state.
2nd labor: The Lernaean Hydra
Pay good attention to this monster. It lives in the marshes and has nine heads. If
you cut off one of them, immediately two other spring out. The central head is immortal.
In this labor, which is the greatest of all, Hercules needed the assistance of a
companion, Iolaus.
The name of his comrade is composite; it means the ejected venom (Ios) from the
people (λαός).
The Lernaean Hudra is egoism. You cannot cast off egoism without the help of a
companion.
Egoism lies within the marshes of the body, where all kinds of poisons sustain it.
You cut off one head, that of not being arrogant, and immediately two other spiring out,
those of jealousy and hatred. If you try anew to cut these off, there will spring out malice
and viciousness, together with slander and defamation. Egoism spans from a simple
complain to crime, from bulimia to theft and from lying to committing a felony.
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When one of the companions cuts off a branch of egoism or the head, the other
companion cauterises (scorches) it. Even if you clear out all the heads of egoism, what
remains inside of you is the immortal head of the Lerneaen Hydra, drugged but always
alive, on order to astound you in a moment you do not expect. No matter how much man
is convinced that he does not have a trace of egoism and insist on that, he is lying and this
first lie is enough to strengthen the powers of his Egoism.
Hercules buried that central and immortal head of the Lernaean Hydra inside the
Earth, so that is cannot be seen, just like our sleeping egoism remains buried and invisible
inside our bodily atmosphere. That immortal head of the Lernaean Hydra secretly
transmitted the disgusting egoism to the human race.
Egoism fanaticises and fanaticism causes hostility, accusation, anger and war. All
evils of the spirit stem from egoism. It is the destructive fire of your building.

Orpheus
(ORPHEUS’ CONCISE INTERPRETATION OF GREEK MYTHOLOGY)

5 October 1961

The Ancient Greek Spirit
Pharah
CHANNEL: My Archon, can you explain to me what role the ancient Greek knowledge has
played in the world arena of life and death?
PHARAH: The Ancient Greek Spirit was the Lighthouse, which was illuminating
the Avenue of the coming of the Lord. It was a mystic spirit, whose concepts originated
from the Supreme Principle; this is why it remains immortal and guides those who desire
to penetrate into the depths of the human existence. On the outer appearance of things, it
gives different explanations due to the trend of that era; in the depth, however, it is
unmatched because the human perception is unable to understand the true power of
Knowledge.
This spirit helped in the transmission of the subsequent Christian Teaching. This
spirit neutralised death, in order to show the true and eternal life in times difficult for the
One and Only Principle of Creation to be understood. This spirit instilled research into the
brains of many people and revealed the Unknown Force, which governs all things. This
spiritual devoutness of Ancient Greeks not accidentally honoured the Unknown Principle
of All (Anarchos) through the name “To the Unknown God”, in other words Its true name.
The ancient spirit of the Greeks was worthy of its Creator. They glorified Him
without knowing Him but only through their spiritual acuteness and devoutness; for this
reason, they were honoured by the Creator as Supreme Leaders of the Spiritual World.
They gave spiritual Light and today they are giving True Light.
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We do not underestimate any people; they are all creatures of the Same Father.
None of them, however, has elevated the spirit through virtue as much as the Ancient
Greeks, who knew that spirit and virtue constitute the whole of their moral substance.
They despised mechanical progress as a progress of misfortune because they knew
of it, from rumour, as the cause of distraction of a civilised Continent. Had they occupied
themselves with mechanical progress, the bright star of their spirit would have eclipsed.
The achievement in the mechanical progress is not honoured with laurel and ivy but with
money, which increases egoism and contempt towards one’s brothers.

Pharah
(LIGHT FROM THE BEYOND -TEACHINGS OF GREAT MYSTICS)

1 April 1965

Fear
Pharah
PHARAH: Fear comes to man as a spur which for one moment or for a longer time
estranges him from his ordinary life and startles him, before again restoring his mental
balance.
I frighten means that I stop every illicit action on your part in order to bring you to
your senses before you embark on some purposeless or harmful action. Fear is divided
into two main categories:
A) Fear from ignorance of what has occurred, and
B) Fear expected from some sudden bad action of yours.
Fear is the coefficient of Good and Evil presentiment. That is to say, out of fear lest
you suffer this or that you seek protection. Also on account of fear of the consequence of
your wrong-doing you may fall into an unhappy state and repent for what you have
wrongly done.
Fear makes its appearance in weak characters, in those who are ignorant of what is
meant by judgment and sound thinking, as well as in those who practice injustice and
achieve their purpose until justice places them in the dock.
The person who has brought everything in his life into a state of equilibrium is
unaware of fear, because he has put faith in its place; and faith as life-giving Light expels
fear, which comes from the darkness.
The phrase, fear of God, does not mean that God assumes the look of an evil-doer,
but indicates that you should come to your senses, for your wrong-doings are measured
and according to them you will be justly punished; and this, so that you may develop your
knowledge and by means of fear control yourself, having in mind that the logic of the Lord
recommends that you do good even to the person who wrongs you. That is to say, you
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wound the guilty person more deeply and act as a benefactor towards him by giving him
an image, in yourself, of God’s goodness.
Fear is indispensable to life. It moderates frantic impetuosity and compels the
human being to seek justice for his adversary when he does not acknowledge it, although
he knows what it is. On account of this he withdraws his demands and to some extent
recognises them as unreasonable.
Fear rouses man from the deep sleep of ignorance which plots injustice, and
bestows on him the light of discrimination. If fear persists, discrimination functions well
and thought recovers its orderliness, so that man accepts what previously he had not even
wished to discuss.
“With fear direct your mind to what is above”, says a certain psalm. In such a
circumstance as this fear should not lay hold of you. With understanding, recognising your
total ignorance, turn your eyes towards God and your thought will receive pure
enlightenment and you will be blessed with spiritual and bodily calm and contentment.
Fear where the divine is concerned has the meaning of attention, devotion to your
duties as well as reverence and faith. In this way your spirit is assisted by the Powers of
Heaven and you acquire the capacity to achieve what until now you have been unable to
conceive.
Fear also has its subdivisions, with the sense of earthly terror. But we will limit
ourselves to this brief discourse so that we may be more intelligible to those who have all
the disposition to educate themselves inwardly, in order to glorify the Lord, who guides
and looks after His creatures even in human works.
Pharah
(INCORRUPTIBLE DISCOURSES: THE ECHO)

1 April 1965

The seven major plexuses
Gandhi
GANDHI: I said that the major plexuses are seven in number. I give you a faint picture of
what they are. They represent the seven Universes in their evolution.
1. CARDIAC PLEXUS. When the cardiac plexus is awakened, by the action of
prana, the entity is able to hear speech, which his ears would not normally receive. A
sounding phenomenon is created.
2. BELLY PLEXUS. Through this centre, prana awakens all the major centres of
the body and rids the entity of all diseases.
3. HYPOGASTRIC PLEXUS. The action of prana awakens this centre and in
total stillness the entity learns a lot of unknown matters about the Love of the Spirit.
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4. UPPER AND LOWER MESENTERIC (INTRA-INTESTINAL)
PLEXUSES. By the action of the same force, the entity is able to succeed in
distinguishing the people of knowledge and experience. The entity also becomes able to
visit the astral world.
5. LUNG PLEXUS. In the same manner, the entity is able to control the good
functioning of its whole mechanism.
6. KIDNEY PLEXUS. Especially through this centre, the entity is able to regulate
and coordinate the powers of its inner (esoteric) world.
7. SOLAR PLEXUS. When this centre is awakened, by the action of prana, the
entity acquires the ability of overseeing and is able to heal the spiritual or encephalic
(brain) disorders, those diseases that you call “psychological”.
All these issues belong to the various stages of yoga. Their Gurus guide the pupils
because the slightest mistake can afflict permanent damage to the trainee.
Gandhi
(CONCENTRATION AND SPIRITUALISM:
SPIRITUALISTIC TEACHINGS BY GANDHI)
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